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Figure 3.3: Rested & Tired Games Played in the NHL
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Ryan Callahan - Tampa Bay Lightning
Injury: Shoulder
2018-05-31: Is expected to need five months of recovery following shoulder surgery.a
2018-08-15: Returned to the ice for the first time since surgery. He is doing some stickhandling but no shooting. He says he is on track for an early November return.b
2018-09-13: Began shooting the puck at the beginning of September. Says his recovery is still on
track.c
a https://twitter.com/TBLightning/status/1002299958505168897
b https://twitter.com/JoeSmithTB/status/1029770000414990337
c https://twitter.com/BBurnsNHL/status/1040250231106007040

Sean Couturier - Philadelphia Flyers
Injury: Knee
2018-04-25: Su↵ered a tear of the MCL in his right knee during the first round of the playo↵s. The
injury will not require surgery and he should be ready for training camp.a
2018-08-22: Has apparently re-injured the same MCL during a Summer boot camp tournament. He is meeting with Philadelphia doctors this week. Although he is not expected to need
surgery, his original MCL injury recovery was expected to last four weeks.b,c
2018-08-22: The team has announced that Couturier will miss four weeks of action to recover from a knee injury. He will miss the start of camp and some pre-season games, but is expected
to be healthy for opening night.d
a https://twitter.com/NHLAdamK/status/989255239541907459
b Article

is in French.

c https://www.journaldemontreal.com/2018/08/21/sean-couturier-est-de-nouveau-sur-la-touche
d https://twitter.com/johnborukNBCS/status/1032324719599648768

Charlie Coyle - Minnesota Wild
Injury: Wrists
2018-05-22: Will have surgery on both wrists to repair damaged tendons. The injuries are said to
have caused him discomfort since January. He is expected to be ready for training camp.a
a https://www.cbssports.com/fantasy/hockey/news/wilds-charlie-coyle-surgery-needed-for-wrist-injuries/

CHAPTER 9. ENHANCED STATS - APPLICATIONS
term (Oct - Nov) an outshot team can get lucky, but
over the course of a full season, teams that consistently get outshot at even-strength generally don’t
make the playo↵s. And what about their SHSV%?
The Wild maintained a SHSV% of 1021 through midDecember of 2011.5 As you’ll recall, SHSV% values
regress heavily to the mean. Generally, if a team
maintains a high SHSV% value over a given time interval, they are likely to see their performance drop
in the future. And boy the did the performance of
the Wild drop.6
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Table 9.1: Regression of SHSV% Values

Player
Jason Zucker
TJ Oshie
Mike Ho↵man
Karl Alzner
Jay Beagle
Nate Schmidt

2016-2017

2017-2018

1054
1050
1048
1046
1045
1044

1014
1022
990
985
1020
1021

The important point to take away from the 2011-2012
Wild is: the SHSV% and USAT values of a team can
provide you with insights into a team’s talent level
that ordinary standings or a goals-based analysis gets
wrong (at least early in the season).

We can check the SHSV% values for players from the
2017-2018 to determine which players are most likely
to see a drop in production.9

We’ve created a tool at Left Wing Lock called the
Pluck Chart that combines these statistics into an
easy-to-read chart. Find out more later in this draft
kit!

Table 9.2: Regression of SHSV% Values

9.3

At the Player Level

In 2016-2017, the top six player values for SHSV%
belonged to Jason Zucker, TJ Oshie, Mike Ho↵man,
Karl Alzner, Jay Beagle, and Nate Schmidt.7 These
five players would have been among the group of players most likely to experience a regression in their performance for the following season. Table 9.1 compares the SHSV% values for these six players in the
two relevant seasons. All of these players experienced
significant year-over-year drops, with no drop smaller
than 20 units.8
5 http://www.fearthefin.com/2012/8/2/3215351/
non-traditional-metrics-glossary-pdo
6 As noted above, the actual drop for the Wild was much
more significant than what was to be expected from a regression to the mean standpoint. The Wild’s SHSV% value for the
remainder of the season was 972.
7 We used a cuto↵ of at least 750 minutes of ice time.
8 The average drop in SHSV% for this group of players was
39 units.

Player
Auston Matthews
William Nylander
Yanni Gourde
William Karlsson
Filip Forsberg
Calle Jarnkrok
Adrian Kempe
Zach Hyman
Jonathan Marchessault
Thomas Hickey

2017-2018
1069
1057
1053
1050
1044
1043
1043
1042
1041
1040

Luck swings in two directions and so we can compile a list of players who su↵ered from surprisingly
bad luck in 2017-2018. We’d expect this grouping of
players to see significant improvement in their 20182019 campaigns.10

9 Just o↵ the tail end of this list sits Reilly Smith at 1037.
The regression of the Vegas line of Marchessault, Karlsson, and
Smith will be interesting to watch in 2018-2019.
10 With this list, we took the liberty of selecting players that
are fantasy relevant. There are other NHL players with lower
SHSV% values from last season.

CHAPTER 12. DEPLOYMENT OF DEFENSEMEN ON POWER PLAY UNITS

Figure 12.1: Deployment of Defensemen on Power Play Units
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CHAPTER 17. ANAHEIM DUCKS
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high PKSV% values for long amounts of time. Nearly 180 games into his career, Gibson has maintained an
unsustainably high PKSV%.
Figure 17.1 displays the career PKSV% of all NHL goalies who have played since the 1997-1998 season. John
Gibson is highlighted in the blue square. What is clear from this figure is that goalies eventually produce
PKSV% averages that mimic the league average.11 You should anticipate Gibson’s PKSV% to drop in the
coming season which might lead to a drop in overall save percentage performance.12

Figure 17.1: Career PKSV% Data

11 The

recent league average for PKSV% sits around 0.872.
goalie typically faces about 300 shots against on the penalty kill during a single season. Expect Gibson to be at about
1,200 shots against by the end of 2018-2019.
12 A
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Schedule Details

The Anaheim Ducks have 12 back-to-back sets this season. In Figure 17.2, we’ve broken down their 2018-2019
schedule by days of the week.

Figure 17.2: Anaheim Ducks Schedule By Day
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The line of Rakell-Getzlaf-Perry is generally given solid o↵ensive zone starts. Because Cogliano-KeslerSilfverberg eat up the most difficult minutes, the Rakell-Getzlaf-Perry line is freed up to produce o↵ensively.
This system has worked well for years for Anaheim, but it is starting to show some cracks due to age. Note,
in particular, the color of Perry’s bubble from the 2017-2018 season. The Ducks were actually outshot while
he was on the ice this season. That is not something you want to see happen to a guy who is supposed to
be your top line right wing. This is one of the reasons why you should consider the top right wing spot in
Anaheim to still be up for grabs.
One very interesting observation to keep an eye on is Corey Perry’s bubble location under Coach Randy
Carlyle. He saw zone starts of about 52% in the 2017-2018 season. This is down from a value of nearly
58% under former Ducks’ Coach Bruce Boudreau. This usage, along with age, might serve to explain why
Perry’s point production has declined in each of the last three seasons.
The large, orange bubbles of Manson, Lindholm, Fowler, and Montour have to make the Anaheim coaches
smile as they have the option to play either of their top pairings in almost any situation.

Figure 17.3: Anaheim Ducks Player Usage Chart

CHAPTER 19. BOSTON BRUINS
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2017-2018 Players Who Left

Player
Adam McQuaid
Austin Czarnik
Frank Vatrano
Kenny Agostino
Matt Beleskey
Riley Nash
Rob O’Gara
Ryan Spooner
Tim Schaller
Anton Khudobin

19.7

Position

New Team

D
C
C
L
L
C
D
C
C
G

NYR
CGY
FLA
MTL
NYR
CBJ
NYR
NYR
VAN
DAL

Projected Lineup

Once the 2018-2019 season begins, you can find all of the detailed line combinations for the Boston Bruins
here:
https://leftwinglock.com/line-combinations/boston-bruins/
Here is a preview of what the lines might look like in Boston this season:

Projected Forwards
Left Wing

Center

Brad Marchand
Jake DeBrusk
Ryan Donato
Joakim Nordstrom

Patrice Bergeron
David Krejci
Sean Kuraly
Noel Acciari

Right Wing
David Pastrnak
Danton Heinen
David Backes
Chris Wagner

Projected Defensemen
Left Defense
Zdeno Chara
John Moore
Matt Grzelcyk

Right Defense
Charlie McAvoy
Brandon Carlo
Kevan Miller

CHAPTER 45. VEGAS GOLDEN KNIGHTS
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be significant. We expect Stastny to slot in as the second line center this season.
In the middle of the night, on September 10, the Vegas Golden Knights traded Tomas Tatar, Nick Suzuki,
and a 2019 2nd round draft pick to the Montreal Canadiens for left wing Max Pacioretty.

45.3

Who to Watch

All conversations about the Vegas Golden Knights should begin their focus on William Karlsson. Karlsson
shifted from 45% o↵ensive zone starts in Columbus (on the third line) to 53% o↵ensive zone starts in Vegas
on the top line. The impact was dramatic and Karlsson finished his first full season for the Golden Knights
with 43 goals and 35 assists.
But some alarm bells should be ringing in your ears as you read this and before you make any draft day
decisions. Karlsson is 25 years-old. His career shooting percentage on 417 shots (including the most recent
season) sits at 14.6%. While that number is already rather high for a non-elite forward, his 23.4% shooting
percentage in 2017-2018 is profoundly unsustainable. When you consider that Karlsson takes just 2.2 shots
per game and then you walk back his shooting percentage to a more reasonable level (how about his career
average?), you end up with a player who looks like a 25 goal scorer. That’s another 18 goals removed from
the Vegas total of 2017-2018. And in this case, the goals are all lost to regression instead of being partially
replaced via trade or free agency.
Adding slightly to the goal scoring problems is Eric Haula who posted a shooting percentage of 16.6% in
2017-2018 (quite a bit higher than his career average of 12.8%). Adjusting his potential production in the
coming season to match more reasonable levels accounts for another five or more goals lost to regression.
Even Reilly Smith, Nate Schmidt, and Oscar Lindberg came in a little high on the shooting percentage side
of things this past season.
At the risk of looking like we’re piling on, it’s worth taking a look at the other side of the goal di↵erential
equation. Could Vegas see an increase in goals allowed?
In 2017-2018, Marc-Andre Fleury posted a PKSV% of 0.903 which was the 4th highest value in the league
for starting goalies. Adjusting Fleury’s goals allowed (while on the penalty kill) in his limited 46 starts last
season brings the team total up by another five goals. But it wasn’t just Fleury’s PKSV% that was unusually
high last season, it was his EVSV% as well. He posted a 0.931 EVSV% in 2017-2018. That was the second
highest mark of his career, but these two high values came in seasons where he played in fewer than 50
games. His recent four-year average for EVSV% comes in around 0.925. That’s a respectable number for
sure - but it should worry you. If Fleury plays like he has in recent years (which is good, by the way), Vegas
is likely to see a rise in their goals against in the coming season.
A rise in their goals against, combined with an expected drop in goals for means that the Vegas Golden
Knights you saw make it to the Stanley Cup Final last season were an illusion.
Recently acquired Max Pacioretty scored just 37 points in 64 games before having his season end due to a
knee injury. Ideally, this will cause other fantasy hockey managers to undervalue Pacioretty in upcoming
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drafts. Pacioretty posted an extreme value for his individual points percentage in 2017-2018. Figure 45.1
reveals just how low his IPP was compared to his career average:

Figure 45.1: Individual Points Percentage :: Max Pacioretty
We’re expecting a rebound season from Pacioretty and he could approach the 30 goal marker as in seasons
previous to 2017-2018. Pacioretty also makes our list of players most likely to see a double-digit increase in
their +/ value in the coming season. His addition should serve to mitigate some of the anticipated loss in
scoring outlined above.

45.4

The Crease

Marc-Andre Fleury will be the starting goalie for the Vegas Golden Knights this season. We anticipate him
getting 60 starts. He will be backed up by Malcolm Subban.

